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Abstract. We performed modeling of the collision of two spherical nuclei resulting in 
capture. For this aim the stochastic differential equations are used with the white or 
colored noise and with the instant or retarding friction, respectively. The dissipative forces 
are proportional to the squared derivative of the strong nucleus-nucleus interaction 
potential (SnnP). The SnnP is calculated in the framework of the double folding approach 
with the density-dependent M3Y NN-forces. Calculations performed for 28Si+144Sm 
reaction show that accounting for the fluctuations typically reduces the capture cross 
sections by not more than 10%. In contradistinction, the influence of the memory effects 
is found resulting in about 20% enhancement of the cross section. 

During last three decades significant efforts had been undertaken in modeling the heavy ion capture 
process resulting at the energies well above the Coulomb barrier [1-5]. However, we did not manage 
to find out any quantitative systematic study of the influence of accounting for the thermal 
fluctuations in comparison with the memory effects on the calculated cross sections (CS). We 
revealed recently that it is possible to describe the modern high accuracy capture data using a classical 
dissipative trajectory model [6, 7]. Thus the primary goal of the present work is to study the 
significance of the fluctuations in comparison with the retarding friction. 

In our model we account for the dissipative character of the nucleus-nucleus collision and consider 
the surface friction mechanism [1, 2]. For the potential, we use the double folding approach based on 
the density dependent M3Y NN-forces with the finite range exchange part [8]. 

For the sake of simplicity we consider collision of two spherical nuclei accounting for the radial 
motion only. The collective variable is the dimensionless center-of-mass distance /= PTq R R  ( R  is 
the distance between the centers of the projectile ( P ) and target (T ) nuclei and PTR  is equal to the 
sum of the half density radii: = +PT P TR R R ). The equations of motion look as follows: 

2U cen Dq qdp dt F F Dχξ= + +Φ + ,   qdq dt p m= ,       (1 a, b) 

U totF dU dq= − ,  ( )2 2 3
cen qF L m q= h ,      (2 a, b) 
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( ) ( )
0

Φ = Γ −∫
t

Dq DqF s t s ds ,  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 2

Dq q R nF t p t m K dU q t dq⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ ⎣ ⎦ ,   (3 a, b) 

( ) ( )1 expt s t sτ τ−Γ − = − − ,  ( )2
q R nD K dU dqθ= ,    (4 a, b) 

( ) 0< >=tξ ,  ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2< >= Γ −t t t tξ ξ ,      (5 a, b) 

Here p  stands for the linear momentum; UF , cenF , and ΦDq  are the conservative, centrifugal, and 
retarding frictional forces, respectively. The latter is represented by the integral (3a) due to the 
memory effects [9-11]. The memory kernel ( )1 2Γ −t t  (Eq. (4a)) which also plays the role of the 

random force correlation function (Eq. (5b)) is chosen following Refs. [9-11]. ( )totU q  is the total 

interaction energy of two ions, it consists of the Coulomb ( )CU q  and nuclear ( )nU q  parts; 

( ) 12 −
= ⋅ +q n P T PT P Tm m A A R A A  is the inertia parameter; nm  is the bare nucleon mass; RK  denotes the 

dissipation strength coefficient. The diffusion coefficient qD , the temperature θ , and the friction 

coefficient ( )2
R nK U ′⋅  are related by the Einstein relation (4b). The memory effects are characterized 

by the correlation time τ  which is expected to be of order of 0.1 zs [11].  
According to our experience [6, 7], the orbital motion do not influence the calculated CS within 

1% therefore we ignore it in the present work. The quantity χ  in Eq. (1a) takes the values either 0 or 
1 allowing to turn off and on the fluctuations. Switching between the instant and retarding friction is 
made using 0τ =  or 0τ > . 

The double-folding SnnP ( )nU q  is described in many papers (see, e.g. [12] where the 
corresponding code is published). We use here the most elaborated version of this potential [8] with 
the density dependent and finite range M3Y NN forces. The nuclear matter densities are of crucial 
importance for our model. In Figure 1 these densities multiplied by 24 rπ  are shown for 28Si and 
144Sm. The yellow dots represent results of the Hartree-Fock calculations [13]. The lines show the 
two-parameter Fermi distributions 

( ) ( ){ } 1

0 1 expA A A Ar r R aρ ρ
−

= + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦         (6) 

calculated with different values of the diffuseness Aa . 

 
Figure 1. The quantity 24 Arπ ρ  for 28Si (left panel) and 144Sm (right panel). The lines correspond to 
the densities calculated using Eq. (6) whereas the circles correspond to the Hartree-Fock densities 
from Refs. [13]. 
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Because 0Aρ  is extracted from the normalization condition, for the given value of Aa  the only 
undefined parameter is the half density radius AR . We assume that the nuclear charge radius parameter 

qR  is equal to AR  whereas the matter diffuseness is related to the charge diffuseness qa  according to 

Eq. (35) of Ref. [12]. In the first approximation over the small parameter 2 2 2−
q qa Rπ , the charge radius 

and diffuseness are related with the root mean square charge radius mqR  as follows 

( )2 2 25 3 7 5q mq qR R aπ= −         (7) 

We take the values of mqR  for both 28Si and 144Sm from Ref. [14]. Figure 1 shows that 
0.50=Aa  fm provides the best agreement with the Hartree-Fock densities for both nuclei. The 

calculations below are performed with this value of Aa . The value of the friction strength is 
2 12.0 10  MeV  zs− −=RK . 

Let us note that ignoring the deformation of the 28Si can only be important for the collsion energies 
close to the Coulomb barrier and below [15] whereas our model is designed for the higher collision 
energies. 

The capture CS are calculated according to the commonly used formula 

 ( )
max2

0. .

2 1
2

L

L
LR c m

L T
m E
πσ

=

= +∑h       (8) 

Obviously the values of the CS should not depend upon the technical parameter maxL . Provided the 
fluctuations are ignored ( 0=χ  in Eq. (1a)), the transmission coefficient LT  can be equal either 1 if 
the trajectory corresponding to the particular L  is captured, or 0 otherwise. At . .c m BLcE U>  all the 
trajectories with L  ranging from 0 up to cL  are captured. 

In the case 1χ =  (the fluctuations are present) 400=LN  trajectories are simulated for every 
partial wave; the transmission coefficient is defined as the ratio of the captured trajectories number to 

LN . The total number of the trajectories for every reaction typically ranges between 104 and 3·104. 
Results are shown in Figure 2 as the ratios of the fusion CS calculated with different options. The 

influence of the fluctuations is illustrated by the left panel. It shows that with the instant friction 
(green circles) the fluctuations reduce the CS in comparison with the deterministic case typically by 5-
10%. This might be expected since due to the fluctuations a trajectory which otherwise would fuse has 
a chance to be scattered back. In the presence of the retardation ( 0.2  zsτ = , red boxes) this effect is 
suppressed: the ratio f d/τ τσ σ  deviates chaotically from unity by 2-4%. These irregularities are not 
due to the thermal fluctuations as discussed in details in Appendix of Ref. [6]. 
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Figure 2. Left panel: the influence of the fluctuations in the case of the white noise (green circles) and 
of the coloured noise (red boxes). Right panel: the influence of the retardation in the case of the 
deterministic calculations (magenta boxes) and of the calculations with fluctuations (cyan circles).  



The influence of the retardation is illustrated by the right panel of Figure 2. Both in the absence 
and in the presence of the fluctuations accounting for the finite τ  elevates the CS by 15% to 40%. In 
order to understand this effect it is useful to inspect Figure 3 where the radial dependence of the 
friction coefficient is presented. For larger values of the coordinate the friction coefficient is 
significantly smaller because of the derivative of the SnnP. Accounting for the retardation effectively 
memorizes the lower values of the friction coefficient resulting in the higher values of the fusion CS. 

 
Figure 3. The coordinate dependence of the friction coefficient (left axes, red line) and the absolute 
value of the SnnP (right axes, black line). 

To summarize, in this work we compare the influence of the thermal fluctuations and the retarding 
friction on the capture CS in the 28 144Si Sm+  reaction at the energies above the Coulomb barrier. For 
this aim we use an upgraded version of the dynamical model [6]. The double folding potential with the 
density dependent finite range M3Y NN-forces plays a crucial role in this model. 

It turns out that accounting for the fluctuations results in decreasing the captures CS by less than 
10% with the instant friction. This reduction is compensated by the retardation at 0.2 zsτ = . 
Including the memory effects results in the increase of the CS by 10-40% depending on the collision 
energy and presence (or absence) of the fluctuations. In general the memory effects influence the 
capture CS stronger than the noise. 

It would be interesting to confront the excitation functions resulting from our model with the 
experimental ones. However, such comparison goes significantly beyond the limited volume of this 
presentation. Some preliminary results are shown in [6, 7, 16]. We hope to publish systematic 
comparison with the data for several reactions in near future [17]. 
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